
Masterpieces by The Style Originator & Aerosol Pioneer
FLINT-707

New drawings and pieces from the New York Master of Urban Graph Art 
who originated the bubblicious letter styles of the early ë70s and 
continues to break new ground with his latest 
rruntouchable "Artropolis" style. Flint 707ís thing is keeping the 
expressiveness of urban street art in the freshest state of mind 
possible. The works feature wild color, geometric shapes and shading 
and an awareness of psychedelics and Popular concepts     April 11, 
in the project room-

ARTISTS IN THE BLOCK
Drawings from Rikerís, Elmira, etc. by CASE 2  *   REHAB   *   REMO

Unfortunately a few of the gallery's artists are presently or 
recently incarcerated. Fortunately despite the sanctions they 
continuee to create beautiful and meaningful work behind bars. REHAB 
is infamous for his characters and his perspective of Giuliani 
politics and is presently in Nassau County Jail for Bustin', REMO is 
one the big-gest bombers ever. Known to all Urban Graf Artists  that 
stretch back to Bosch and Goya. It is fashionable and appealing, 
grotesque and sensational. FLINT 707 is ex-tremely well known and 
popular in his oeuvre, so expect the place to be packed. Plus sneak 
preview of his up-coming documentary.

Also openinggll be extremely political in the consciousness raising 
sense and extremely poignant from the point of view of artists 
trying to create art under the most repressive conditions.

Opening Reception Saturday, April 11, 1998,  6 PM - 9 PM.

Din New York, heís currently incarcerated at Cartright for alleged 
graffiti crimes. And CASE II, the one armed painter/bomber who 
invented computer letters on the sides of subway trains in the ë70s 
continues to pump out new work from Rikerís.
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